Sirs
I would like to share my opinion about some waste in our State. It would seem that we have
elected a bunch of people who feel the need to spend very valuable time that we the tax payers
are supporting on legislation that we the tax payer can see is nothing but fluff and
circumstance. Truly with all of the things that need doing in OREGON and all the things that
need attention Mr. Prozanski got the support to create and submit such a do nothing bill through
committee for a vote on the floor.
Let me share my feelings. This bill is nothing short of harassment. The bill even to a layman is
poorly written and in the final analysis will simply cost the state money that we do not have to
fritter away. There is no way to enforce this if it is passed. It offers nothing more than
harassment to the legal gun owner. Those that do no choose to obey the law will not be
encumbered or restricted in any way. Matter of fact this will probably just create another black
market for fire arms that will be about as effective as some of the drug laws we have in this
country. It might make some money for the FFL's that are doing the background checks but
bottom line anybody that is willing to submit to a background check will pass in the high 90's
just like now.
The anti gun mongers in this country have tried and tried and still try to violate the 2nd
Amendment of the Constitution on a daily basis. The ole story about taking the guns to make
ruling the people easier is not a joke. We the people see this or at least some of us do. I do not
have at hand the amount of money that has been spent in the last ten years on this issue but my
bet is that both sides have spent billions.
Let me honestly ask you this question. If we had that money to spent on gun legislation in just
this state and we used it to properly educate people where would be be today? If you did the job
that we sent you to Salem to do would you waste that money on Gun legislation when we have
people homeless, hungry, running with gangs, High drug rates and worst of all People living on
the government 100% supported by us!!!!! Folks your integrity with the voters
sucks. Campaign promises are just hype to get the vote. We do not need more gun laws we need
you people to get some focus on what the real issues are. What about our infrastructure. Do
you think it needs some help and replacing. There would be jobs and a return on the
investment. Not wasted money down the sewer. Guns are a side issue and you want to waste
your time there??
Guns really are a generated issue if you view our country against all the countries in the world.
We are like 211th in shootings per 10,000 per capita. I really think we need to spend our money
and efforts on something that helps people. After taking the oath of office it is time to meet the
goals set there. Frankly if you cannot do better than this bill with your mental skills you do not
belong in office. I make this remark not as a Democrat, Republican nor Tea Party person but as
a Citizen of the State of Oregon. Folks we are very close to falling apart financially. PUT
PEOPLE TO WORK they will then feed themselves and we can turn the country. Do something
worth will with your time and our money ( what little we have left no joke).
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